CI Migrate
Migrate to RelativityOne With Ease
CI Migrate, a proprietary automation tool from the Compliance Innovations Lab, gives you the ability to migrate a
workspace from a Relativity server to RelativityOne with a single click.
Migrating to RelativityOne is now a better experience. With CI Migrate, the newest app from the Compliance Innovations
Lab, you can migrate workspaces with unparalleled ease and simplicity. With a single click, CI Migrate automates migration
and delivers an unpackaged RelativityOne workspace, ready to go and hassle-free - no expertise required.
CI Migrate is a proprietary tool available to Compliance Discovery-as-a-Service (DaaS) clients and Relativity partners, and is
available for download through AppHQ, Compliance’s self-service technology marketplace. CI Migrate enables a hands-free
migration process, from the creation of an ARM to its restoration in your newly-unpackaged Relativity One workspace. It
uses multithreaded transfer methods and avoids the common issues associated with a standard ARM transfer by eliminating
cumbersome steps and tasks that make migrations energy-intensive and stressful.

In one click, CI Migrate:

You now have an active RelOne workspace in the Azure cloud.
Compliance has been a proud partner of Relativity for more than seven years and is a certified RelativityOne Silver Partner,
performing thousands of workspace migrations to Relativity’s on-premise and cloud instances. Our experienced team of
Relativity certified professionals, including Relativity Certified Administrators, Relativity Certified Infrastructure Engineers,
and Relativity Masters, has logged hundreds of thousands of hours of Relativity support as they empower our clients to
optimize their eDiscovery experiences in Relativity.
The Compliance Innovations (CI) Lab uses the latest technologies to create proprietary tools and workflows for
RelativityOne. With a strong focus on simplification, integration, and accessibility, Compliance’s apps deliver an unparalleled
experience that automates repetitive actions and simplifies the eDiscovery process. CI Migrate, our latest app, is now
available for download.

To learn more about our Innovations, visit our AppHQ or
contact us today at DaaS@complianceds.com or 215.383.1781.
DISCLAIMER: Compliance is not a law firm, does not provide or offer legal advice, and shall not be deemed as engaged in the practice of law.
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